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Unn Røyneland 

Revision of the Nynorsk standard: 
deliberation, decision and legitimisation 

The planner proposes, but the community disposes 

(Haugen 1966: 24) 

1  Introduction 

1.1  Legitimacy and legitimisation 

Questions of legitimacy and legitimisation are at the very core of any standardisa-

tion project. At the end of the day, what really matters is whether people see the 

standard as a legitimate representation of their “language” and are willing to use it. 

How such legitimacy is obtained, however, may of course differ in different socio-

political contexts and at different points in time. Another question – equally press-

ing – is whether people want to write their language at all or if they prefer using an 

exoglossic standard. One of the first steps in a standardisation process is thus to find 

out whether people actually think that they have a language worthy of written rep-

resentation and that a standard would be worth using. This may, in some circum-

stances, turn out not to be the case. In that situation, one may seek to convince 

people of the value of a standardised written representation. Or one may, alterna-

tively, refrain from the endeavour.  

In situations where people and their languages have long been oppressed (cf. 

Lane this volume), establishing a standard may be a particularly difficult task. As a 

large body of research has shown, minority groups may not want to write their lan-

guage, as it is not perceived as a useful vehicle for social mobility (e.g. Johansen 

2013; May 2003; 2006). In other situations, people may not want a standard because 

creating a written or an oral standard almost inevitably will happen at the expense 

of diversity, as all possible forms and features of language in a community will not 

enter into the regulated standard (e.g. Oñederra this volume; Albury 2016 on Māori 

corpus planning). Standardisation, by necessity, implies the reduction of variation 

and the erasure of certain forms. If maintaining linguistic diversity is more im-

portant than establishing one authoritative written or oral standard, then agreement 

on what should constitute the standard is likely to be difficult, complex and perhaps 

undesirable. Also, similar issues may be at stake even in cases where a standard has 

existed for quite some time, such as the Norwegian minority standard Nynorsk. 

In this paper I will discuss the most recent developments in Norwegian lan-

guage policy and planning by considering the language reforms that took place, and 
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were then implemented, just after the turn of the century (2005 and 2012). I will give 

particular focus to the revision of the Nynorsk standard as this process raised perti-

nent questions regarding top-down versus bottom-up approaches to language 

standardisation. An initially proposed revision attracted widespread grassroots 

objections and was ultimately rejected by the Ministry of Culture in 2005. When a 

new revision committee was appointed, broad societal representation and demo-

cratic legitimacy became central concerns in the standardisation process. In my 

paper I will consider the extent to which user-acceptance and legitimacy was 

reached through deliberative decision-making. Before entering into the details of 

present-day language planning in Norway, however, I will give an historical ac-

count of the written language situation. 

2  Historical background 

2.1  Nation building – competing standards 

The written language situation in Norway has by some scholars been described as 

“schizoglossic”, referring to the dual identity showcased by the Norwegian commu-

nity for more than a century through the continuation of two written standards, 

Bokmål and Nynorsk (Haugen 1972). After 400 years under Danish rule (1396-1814), 

Norway gained independence in 1814 and a long-lasting language ideological strug-

gle began. Denmark was on the losing side in the Napoleonic Wars, and was forced 

to give up Norway to Sweden. This gave rise to the Swedish-Norwegian union, 

which lasted until 1905 when it was dissolved peacefully. Within the new union, 

Norway had substantial political autonomy including a national assembly to enact 

laws and policies. Until 1814, Danish had been the exoglossic written standard in 

Norway, and this continued for most of the 19th Century. Danish actually became 

more widely promoted in Norway throughout the 1800s, though under the name of 

‘Norwegian’, due to the expansion of the school system and in order to strengthen 

Norwegian unity and delineate its language and culture from Swedish. As in many 

new nations at the time, however, Norwegian intellectuals and politicians argued 

for an endoglossic national written standard – distinct from Danish – given nation-

alism at the time saw national languages as pivotal to national identity and auton-

omy (e.g. Haugen 1966; Ammon, Negre, and Wright this volume; Wright 2004). The 

poet, linguist and founder of Nynorsk (previously Landsmål), Ivar Aasen, put it like 

this: 

Since our fatherland has become what it once was, namely free and autonomous, it is impera-

tive that we use an independent and national language, as this is the most distinguished hall-

mark of a nation. (Aasen 1836: 1) (my translation). 
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Although some intellectuals wanted to keep Danish as the written language of Nor-

way (but re-name it ‘Norwegian’), most debaters wanted a new, Norwegian lan-

guage. The different debaters, intellectuals and language planners did not, howev-

er, agree on which varieties of Norwegian would constitute the best and most proper 

basis for a new Norwegian written standard. Ivar Aasen proposed a norm based on a 

wide range of Norwegian rural dialects, as he saw these as the most authentic, un-

spoiled and true representation of the Norwegian language. He was not particularly 

fond of urban Norwegian dialects, perceiving these as contaminated by Danish (cf. 

Mæhlum and Røyneland 2011). The founder of Bokmål (previously Riksmål/Dano-

Norwegian), Knud Knudsen, on the other hand, proposed a gradual Norwegianisa-

tion of written Danish, based on the Dano-Norwegian variety spoken by the urban 

upper middle classes, the so-called ‘educated daily speech’. Later, a wider range of 

spoken, particularly eastern Norwegian, varieties were also included (cf. Jahr 2003).  

 Since a parliamentary resolution in 1885, the two standards have coexisted as 

legally equal written representations of Norwegian. While all Norwegians are re-

quired to learn both, Nynorsk has had a minority status since the very beginning in 

terms of number of users, power and prestige. Furthermore, the number of Nynorsk 

users has decreased substantially over the last 60 years, from approximately 35 % of 

the Norwegian population in 1950 to approximately 13 % in 2010 (cf. Grepstad 2015). 

Hence, today Nynorsk is used only by a small minority and is primarily associated 

with rural, West Norwegian culture, reflecting where it is primarily used (cf. Teigen 

2001). The opposition between Nynorsk and Bokmål is linked to both regional 

(western Norway versus the rest of the country) and social (rural versus urban) alle-

giances. Each municipality may decide either to be neutral or to choose one of the 

standards as their main standard (see figure 1). As many as 26 % of all Norwegian 

municipalities have chosen Nynorsk as their main standard, but since these munic-

ipalities are predominantly rural and thinly populated, the relative number of users 

is substantially lower. 

 Despite the regional divide, however, both standards are in principle national 

and not regional, and there are users of both standards across the country. Although 

the two standards may index different socio-cultural values and norms, they are not 

linked to different ethnic groups and they were never politicized to the extent that, 

for instance, Katharevousa and Dimotiki have been in Greece (e.g. Bucken-Knapp 

2003; Jahr and Trudgill 1993; Mackridge 2009). As pointed out by Bucken-Knapp 

(2003: 13): “while language is a powerful group symbol in Norway, it has ranked 

behind both regional cleavages and the left–right divide”.  
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Figure 1: Main written standard in Norwegian municipalities, Bokmål (black), Nynorsk (light grey), 
neutral (dark grey) (Vikør 2016). 

2.2  Challenges for the minority standard 

As the minority standard, the existence and continued use of Nynorsk as an equal 

standard is under constant pressure. Does it really make sense to continue to use 

Nynorsk? Is it worthwhile? Would it not be more sensible to have all Norwegians use 

the majority standard? These questions are frequently posed both in academic dis-

course and in public debate, and are presumably questions that Nynorsk users also 

ask themselves. Language surveys show that approximately a third of those who 

received their instruction in Nynorsk later switch to Bokmål (cf. Garthus 2009; Grep-

stad 2015; Øvrelid 2014). In certain areas, as noted by Garthus (2009: 25), “To stick to 

Nynorsk is the conscious choice – to switch to Bokmål is to follow the crowd” (my 

translation). The argument in political debates and in the media is that in securing 

socioeconomic mobility, Bokmål serves you better than Nynorsk, mirroring argu-

ments in minority language settings more broadly that “the perpetuation of minority 

languages is actively regressive – foreclosing the process of ‘linguistic modernisa-

tion’ for minority groups and the possibilities of social mobility for its individual 
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members” (May 2003: 101) (but see May 2003: 112–114 for a criticism of this type of 

(im)mobility argument).1 

The primary reason for the Nynorsk to Bokmål language shift is no doubt the in-

ferior position Nynorsk holds vis-à-vis Bokmål, the dominance of Bokmål in the 

media, and negative attitudes towards Nynorsk (e.g. Thingnes 2015). However, peo-

ple who have shifted to Bokmål often explain the shift as a consequence of Nynorsk 

allegedly being too difficult to write correctly. People seem to feel insecure about 

what the norm requires, and are afraid to make mistakes (Rødningen 1999; Garthus 

2009). It also seems that in informal or private writing, such as text messaging to 

friends and family and writing in social media (like Facebook and chat), many peo-

ple prefer to use their dialect (Garthus 2009; Rotevatn 2014).  

2.3  Corpus planning – policy of amalgamation 

Throughout the 20th Century both Nynorsk and Bokmål were subject to numerous 

revisions (e.g. Jahr 2003; Røyneland 2013).2 Until the second half of the century the 

overarching goal was to merge the two standards into a single unified, pan-

Norwegian written standard by using linguistic material from both rural and urban 

dialects (for comprehensive historical accounts and discussions see Bjørhusdal 

2014; Bucken-Knapp 2003; Faarlund 2003; Haugen 1966; Jahr 2003; 2007; 2015). 

This policy was met with strong resistance by the Norwegian public and has long 

since been abandoned. Due to the so-called ‘language struggle’, there is great inter-

est among Norwegians in language in general, and especially language policy and 

planning. There is a long tradition of debating language issues, not only amongst 

|| 
1 One may, of course, argue that Nynorsk is not a minority language, but a minority standard. 

According to official policy, Nynorsk is one of two ways of writing Norwegian, a ”målform”, and not 

a language proper (e.g. Stortingsmelding 35, 2008, the most recent comprehensive policy document 

on language by the Ministry of Culture). Others contend that Nynorsk may be considered a proper 

language both on linguistic, historical and socio-political grounds (e.g. Bjørhusdal 2014). Nynorsk is 

not protected by the European charter – like Sami, Kven, and other territorial minority languages in 

Norway – since it is not considered a ‘language’ and since it is afforded the same rights as Bokmål 

by Norwegian law. For the sake of the present argument whether Nynorsk is considered a language 

or a standard does not have a significant bearing, and I will use both labels. However, when only 

regarded a standard, arguments of linguistic rights may be more easily dismissed and there may be 

a lack of understanding of why it is important to keep. Notwithstanding, it is widely recognised – 

also in the aforementioned policy document – that Nynorsk is strongly linked to history, culture and 

identity for its users, and not merely an instrument for writing. 

2 Language reforms in the 20th and 21st Century: 1901 (Nynorsk), 1907 (Bokmål), 1910 (Nynorsk), 

1917 (both standards), 1938 (both standards), 1959 (both standards), 1980 (Bokmål), 2005 (Bokmål), 

2012 (Nynorsk). The policy of amalgamation was particularly prominent in the 1917, 1938 and 1959-

reforms. During the 1980 this policy was gradually abandoned, but it was only officially given up in 

2002. 
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politicians and language activists but also amongst the public (cf. Linn 2010; Opsahl 

and Røyneland 2016; Røyneland 2013).  

Despite Aasen using a wide range of rural dialects as the founding base for Ny-

norsk, he did not wish to establish a wide norm that would permit significant varia-

tion. Rather, his aim was a tight, invariant norm, “the language form should be one 

only” (Aasen 1958: 298, my translation). Hence, Aasen’s goal was that “the standard 

language should represent the underlying system common to the dialects rather 

than individual forms from each dialect” (Faarlund 2003: 315). Knud Knudsen also 

desired a tight written norm. However, the policy of amalgamation, which was the 

overarching goal of several of the 20th Century language reforms (particularly the 

1917, 1938 and 1959 reforms), resulted in a great deal of variation within each of the 

official standards as the reforms aimed at mutual convergence by introduction of 

Bokmål forms into Nynorsk and vice versa. Both of the official standards obtained a 

great number of parallel forms (both in spelling and declination), and in 1938 a two-

level system of orthography was established within each of the written standards; a 

so-called restricted norm and a wider norm.  

The restricted norm contained only the main forms and was obligatory in public 

administration and school textbooks. However, the main form was not necessarily 

unique; two or more parallel main forms could exist. The wider norm contained 

both main and subsidiary forms, and could be used by pupils, in newspapers, litera-

ture and in private writing. During the 1980s and 1990s, a number of dialect forms 

were also introduced into the Nynorsk standard (cf. Norsk språkråd 1998; Omdal 

and Vikør 1996). The justification was that Norwegian dialect diversity should be 

expressed through actual representation of different dialect forms such that people 

could appropriate a written language as close to their own dialect as possible. As 

pointed out by Faarlund (2003: 313), optionality was now no longer a means to-

wards an end, but an end in itself. The amalgamating efforts combined with the 

subsequent inclusion of dialect forms resulted in a vast amount of parallel forms.3 

Both standards became heterogeneous to the extent that one might identify two 

major varieties within each of them, forming a continuum from conservative Ny-

norsk through radical Nynorsk and radical Bokmål to conservative Bokmål.  

Although the policy of unification by way of mutual convergence was gradually 

abandoned after the 1959 reform, it was only officially rejected in the early 2000s. At 

the beginning of the present century, Norwegian language policy took a new turn. 

Now, the goal was to reduce optionality within each of the written standards and to 

discard the two-level system. Within the Nynorsk community, however, disparate 

views and contradictory ideological stances exist about what an ideal norm should 

|| 
3 The word ‘possible’ could for instance be written in six different ways: mogleg, [moglig], mogeleg, 

[mogelig], [muleg], [mulig]. The four bracketed form were subsidiary forms and two others main 

forms. After the 2012-reform only the main forms may be used (cf. Språkrådet 2011a: 55, 155; 

Røyneland 2013: 57). 
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comprise. As noted by Vikør (2010), different views run along two main lines: the 

traditionalist view versus the convergence (towards Bokmål) view on the one hand, 

and the wide norm and freedom of choice (or pro-dialect) view versus the restrictive 

norm view on the other. In addition there are differences of degree along both di-

mensions – ranging from fairly categorical to more moderate and pragmatic views.  

3  The 2012-norm 

3.1  Background 

On August 1st 2012 a new, revised norm for Nynorsk was implemented (henceforth 

the 2012-norm). This was the first major revision of Nynorsk since 1959. However, 

the Norwegian Language Council had initiated the reform process in 1996. Two sep-

arate expert committees of the Language Council were appointed to develop com-

prehensive orthographic reforms for both Bokmål and Nynorsk. In 2005, the Minis-

try of Culture approved a new norm for Bokmål. The Nynorsk reform proposal 

(henceforth the 2003-proposal), however, was met with major criticism in the con-

sultative round and was eventually rejected by the Ministry.  

The main political goal for the new reforms was, as noted above, to reduce op-

tionality. Although the approved proposal for Bokmål still included a relatively wide 

range of freedom of choice between parallel forms, the degree of variation was sub-

stantially reduced, and the two-level orthographic system was repealed. One of the 

main objections against the 2003-proposal raised by the Ministry was that the two-

level system was not removed. Another important objection was that the 2003-

proposal did not have sufficient support within the Nynorsk community, as became 

evident in public hearings (for details see Fretland 2007; Røyneland 2013). 

3.2  New mandate and new committee 

In 2009, four years after the rejection of the 2003-proposal, a new reform committee 

was appointed. The mandate provided by the Language Council detailed the content 

of the new norm, the composition of the committee, and the conduct of the reform 

process. A key stipulation was that that the two-level system will be abandoned: “a 

clear, simple and restricted Nynorsk norm, without subsidiary forms” (Språkrådet 

2011a: 27, my translation and italics). In addition the new norm would be a national 

and not a regional norm. Consequently it would be based on dialects nationwide 

and not be based on dialects from one specific region:  

The norm should be such as to ensure that Nynorsk still appeals to language users all over the 

country and give room for variants that are commonly used by broad groups of Nynorsk users. 
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A broad dialect foundation, commonly used variants and words, geographical spread, and the 

written tradition are thus amongst the most important factors that should be balanced in the 

new norm. (Språkrådet 2011a: 27, my translation) 

The ironic situation is, therefore, that the mandate requires a more restricted norm 

but at the same time one that includes dialectal variation, ensures geographical 

spread, and is centred in the written tradition. As we will see below, these con-

straints conjointly create tensions that are not easily resolved. 

A central proviso regarding the new committee was that it should comprise 

members from many different parts of society and have what was termed “high 

strategic norm competence”:  

The committee is put together with the intention of including members with high strategic 

norm competence at a national level, central linguistic expertise about modern language use, 

historical and practical experience from Nynorsk activist organisations and participation from 

the most important user groups and stakeholders. We have also taken gender and geographical 

belonging (place of birth and present residence) into account. (Språkrådet 2011a: 28, my trans-

lation).  

The committee comprised seven members, all of whom had been active in Nynorsk 

policy issues one way or the other; a senior political advisor (leader), two teachers, 

two journalists, and two linguists.4 Different geographical regions were represented, 

and more importantly, different ideological stances were present in the committee 

(both traditionalist and convergence views, wide norm and restrictive norm views). 

Several of the members had in-depth knowledge about the Nynorsk grassroots, 

practical experience from different Nynorsk language interest organizations (e.g. 

Noregs Mållag, Norsk Målungdom, Mediemållaget), inside knowledge of the difficul-

ties Norwegian elementary school children have in learning Nynorsk, and good 

insight into the resistance and prejudices Nynorsk encounters in Norwegian society 

at large.  

The composition of the language committee was, however, met with considera-

ble criticism – amongst other things for its lack of scientific competence, as only two 

of the committee members were linguists. Both Lunden (2010) and Faarlund (2010) 

argued that you don’t ask truck drivers to construct a new road, you ask engineers; 

hence one ought to ask linguists to plan language, not its users. Replying to some of 

these reactions, a member of the previous language committee, Grønvik (2010), 

stated that the former committee’s recruitment from “a narrow environment of 

|| 
4 I served as the deputy leader of the reform committee. As a committee member I cannot, of 

course, claim to provide a disinterested evaluation. On the other hand, I believe this experience has 

been a source of useful and relevant insights, and has stimulated reflections that may be of use 

more generally.  
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scholars and lexicographers” and “weak connection to society at large” was an 

important explanation for the 2003 proposal’s lack of success:  

To make changes in an established written standard is no simple matter, and is not only about 

orthographic principles and rules. I was part of the previous orthographic revision committee 

(2001–2003), which was a committee with strong scientific competence, but recruited from a 

narrow environment of scholars and lexicographers. The final result was that the committee 

was divided and both proposals were rejected. There were many reasons for this, but one, 

without a doubt, was the committee’s weak connection to society at large. Neither the process 

nor the result was good enough. (Grønvik 2011, my translation). 

To make changes in a norm is, as Grønvik argues, not only a matter of applying 

orthographic rules and principles. Proposed norm revisions have to be implemented 

by the principal social institutions and to be accepted by the community at large (cf. 

Haugen’s fourth principle of language planning 1966). In other words, a reform 

proposal needs to be acknowledged as legitimate by its users. In order to ensure 

such legitimacy, Norwegian language policy makers saw it as important that the 

new reform committee include stakeholders from many different parts of society 

and that the reform process should be open and inclusive.  

Legitimacy is no doubt a central concern for a reform committee, but how such 

legitimacy can be achieved may differ in different socio-political contexts and at 

different points in time. Scientific competence is one essential factor (as pointed out 

by Faarlund 2010), but at that particular moment it was probably not sufficient (see 

Ramberg this volume for a discussion of the transition from “epistocratic” (cf. 

Estund 2008) to democratic ideals and expectations). Other types of competence 

were seen as equally important. After a long process (starting in 1996 and ending in 

2005) and a flawed proposal, it was critical to secure broad societal foundation – not 

only through the composition of the new committee, but also through the comple-

tion of the reform process itself. Nonetheless, the comprehensive and scientifically 

detailed 2003-proposal was an important working tool for the new committee. 

In contrast to previous language reform processes during the 20th and 21st Cen-

tury, the mandate of the committee was to ensure an open and inclusive process. 

The reform committee implemented this by arranging a number of consultations 

with central stakeholders, including principal Nynorsk institutions, companies and 

organization. The committee held 38 consultation sessions with Nynorsk publishers, 

translating firms, interest organizations, newspapers, teacher organizations, and 

universities. In addition, the committee established a web site and a discussion 

forum, where case documents and subsequent reports were published immediately 

before and after the meetings, hence people were able to follow the committee’s 

work very closely and send reactions and feedback as the process was taking place. 
A total of 502 comments and suggestions were posted either on the discussion web-

forum or sent to the committee’s email accounts in the course of the norm revision 
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process. These contributions were introduced into the committee’s discussions and 

contributed importantly to their substance. 

Finally the reform committee presented a discussion document and arranged a 

public hearing where 380 participants took part (either physically or by web-

television). The committee received 78 consultative submissions, which resulted in 

a 232-page document. As will be discussed more in detail below, the committee 

received many and often diverging views and reactions to its work. The different 

measures taken by the committee ensured that important stakeholders and the in-

terested public had open access to the decision-making process all the way through. 

By contrast, in previous language reform processes the public had the opportunity 

to react only to a more or less completed norm revision proposal. An important 

question and a decisive factor in securing broad acceptance, however, concerns the 

extent to which the features intended to ensure the open and dialogical character of 

the reform process in fact had a real impact on the very substance and content of the 

proposal. We will return to this critical question below. 

3.3  Challenges in the mandate 

A critical examination of the mandate, makes it evident that the committee’s task 

was not always entirely clear, nor free from internal tensions. As I have discussed 

and demonstrated elsewhere, the requirements clear and simple, on the one hand, 

and restricted, on the other, may, for instance, be conflicting in specific cases – a 

point that was subject to much discussion in the reform committee (Røyneland 2013: 

61). Although the reduction of orthographic choice may facilitate people’s learning 

and present a firmer basis for leaning to write correctly (cf. Faarlund 2003: 314), 

there are cases where the opposite might transpire.5 Also, the requirement that it be 

a national and not a regional norm, a more restricted norm and at the same time a 

norm that includes dialectal variation, is not easily reconciled (for a detailed discus-

sion of the mandate see Røyneland 2013). In view of the potential conflicts between 

the different considerations, the committee made a list of priorities in order to carry 

out its assignment: 

|| 
5 One example of this may be found in noun inflexional system. Most feminine nouns have the 

plural indefinite and definite suffixes -er/-ene. However, certain single syllable feminine nouns have 

-ar/-ane as main forms and [-er-ene] as subordinate forms. The question was whether the norm 

would become simpler and easier to learn if these subordinate forms were omitted, or, alternatively, 

if they were paralleled with the main suffixes. In this case the committee’s assessment was that 

having the opportunity to apply the main paradigm in these single syllable nouns as well, that is -

er/-ene, would be easier than to eliminate it since it represents a simplification of the system.
 
Hence, 

both suffixes were included in the new norm, and “simple”, interpreted as possible reduction of 

irregularity, was chosen before “restricted”, understood as a reduction of possible choice 

(Røyneland 2013: 61–62). 
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1. The norm should have an independent foundation, that is, independent of 

Bokmål  

2. Nynorsk written tradition and practice should have priority over dialectal varia-

tion and particular emphasis should be placed on the contemporary use of Ny-

norsk 

3. Geographically widespread dialect features should be attributed weight  

4. Lesser used variants should, as a rule, be removed from the norm, whereas 

variants that are frequently used should be kept and juxtaposed 

According to the first point in the prioritized list, the independent foundation, it 

should neither be an advantage nor a disadvantage for a given variant that it be part 

of the Bokmål standard. This guideline was, however, not always easy or even pos-

sible to meet, given Nynorsk’s position as a minority language (Røyneland 2013: 60).  

The second point on the priority list was that the reform process should focus on 

the Nynorsk written tradition and practice as it has evolved over the centuries and 

place particular emphasis on contemporary use of Nynorsk. To help determine em-

pirically which variants are most commonly used in contemporary Nynorsk, the 

committee had at its disposal a recently developed tool that was not available to the 

previous reform committees: a searchable, balanced corpus of 87 million words 

from written Nynorsk texts that covers a wide range of different genres and includes 

texts from the end of the 19th Century up until today (The Nynorsk text corpus at the 

University of Oslo). The main body of the corpus, however, (approximately 80 %) 

consists of contemporary texts from the 1980s and forward. This gave the committee 

a firmer basis on which to make its decisions compared to previous committees. The 

goal was to approximate what has been labelled a “centreline” Nynorsk, that is, the 

combination of variants that the majority of Nynorsk users actually apply in their 

writing (cf. Vikør 2009; 2010).  

Thirdly, geographically widespread dialect variants should be attributed 

weight. To help determine which variants are geographically widespread, the com-

mittee had available a big body of dialectological research in addition to a searcha-

ble dialect corpus from 100 different locations in Norway (The Nordic Dialect Corpus 

at the University of Oslo – also not available to previous committees).  

Fourthly, lesser-used parallel main or subsidiary forms should, as a main rule, 

be excluded from the norm, whereas main or subsidiary forms with a relatively high 

standing (either in writing or in the dialects) should be retained. All these require-

ments were part of the mandate, but the point here was to make a prioritised list 

that could be helpful in cases where different requirements diverged.  

An additional requirement put forward in the mandate was that the new norm 

should make it easier to be a user of Nynorsk regardless of education and linguistic 

competence, and it should be clear to all who use Nynorsk as their secondary lan-

guage.
 
The idea that a norm revision by itself can make it easier to be a user of a 

minority standard is questionable. The underlying assumption of this requirement 
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seems to be that it is difficult to use the Nynorsk norm due to the high number of 

parallel forms. While this may be the case, the real challenge most likely lies else-

where.6 

4  Democratic deliberation and legitimacy 

4.1  Democratic deliberation 

The democratic nature of the 2012 reform was emphasised by several parties – not 

least by the Language Council and the head of the Council Board. This cannot, of 

course, be regarded as a disinterested opinion, but the evaluation of the process and 

the committee’s work is still illuminating in that it makes explicit the standard by 

which the process is to be assessed: 

This may not be the most comprehensive Nynorsk language reform, but it is the most demo-

cratic, and probably also the most important. (Grepstad 2011b: 1, my translation) 

The work with the 2012 norm may well stand as a model for current practices of social change, 

illustrating how processes of this kind may lead to wise decisions on difficult issues where 

opinions diverge widely. (Språkrådet 2011c, my translation). 

However, we must ask how we are to understand the notion of a democratic process. 

If the process is accepted as democratic does that automatically ensure that the 

result is accepted as legitimate? Recent work in democratic theory focussing particu-

larly on the nature of deliberative democracy provides useful tools for addressing 

this question (see Ramberg this volume for further discussion of deliberative democ-

racy). 

The notion of deliberative democracy was originally coined by Bessette (1980), 

but the main ideas go back the works of Habermas and Rawls. Some practitioners 

|| 
6 What really would make a substantial difference and make it easier to use Nynorsk, is if attitudes 

towards Nynorsk were more favourable, and if state institutions actually tried to fulfil their obliga-

tion (by law) to use 25 % Nynorsk in their official writing – which regrettably is far from the actual 

situation (Språkstatus 2012). Even within higher education Nynorsk users experience prejudice and 

have to fight for their rights – for instance to get their exams in Nynorsk. Quite recently a Facebook 

picture of an exam given to a student at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology trig-

gered a heated debate in the media (cf. Bjørdal 2016; Vangsnes & Solheim 2016a; 2016b). The text 

was riddled with errors and written in what best can be described as mock-Nynorsk. The fact that 

the linguistic quality of texts written in Nynorsk is not taken seriously enough is supported by a 

recent study at the University of Oslo. The study revealed that the linguistic quality of the exams 

given in Nynorsk was objectionably low, and that many faculties had no system of securing the 

quality of the assessments (Thingnes 2015). An abundance of errors sometimes made the exams 

difficult to understand.  
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and theorists use the term to encompass representative bodies whose members with 

equal distributions of power authentically deliberate on legislation, while others use 

the term exclusively to refer to decision-making directly by lay citizens, as in direct 

democracy. I use it in the first sense here, not in the sense of populist democracy 

where pure numbers are what counts, but in the sense of true deliberation between 

competing, diverging views by a representative body.  

The notion of representation here carries a great deal of weight and, unsurpris-

ingly, is the subject of much discussion. As Dryzek (2010) points out, most delibera-

tive theorists have developed conceptions of deliberative systems that are, “tied to 

the institutional details of developed liberal democracies” (Dryzek 2010: 10). How-

ever, as Dryzek argues at length, the basic idea of legitimation through deliberation 

can be given much wider application. In particular the idea of representation need 

not be tied to the institutional systems of liberal democracies, but may be general-

ized to a variety of social and political contexts. In our case, however, the selection 

of the reform committee was performed by an official state institution, i.e. the Lan-

guage Council, and the process was initiated and sanctioned by the Ministry of Cul-

ture, a central institution in our democratic, parliamentary system. The democratic 

nature of these institutions themselves, while admittedly a condition of the legiti-

macy of the entire process, will not be subject to discussion here but will be taken 

for granted. Still, in political theory, the notion of legitimacy is applied both to deci-

sion-making processes and decision-making bodies. Thus one might raise questions 

of legitimacy both of the composition of the working group itself, and of the actual 

process of work leading to the proposal. The first of these issues has already been 

addressed, and I will remark on it only briefly, before considering at somewhat 

greater length criticism that place in question the legitimacy of the actual process of 

deliberation and its result.  

The reform committee engaging stakeholders from across Norwegian society 

with diverging ideological stances (cf. section 3.2. above), is in line with what 

Dryzek (2010) calls discursive representation. That is, ensuring that the disparate 

views and different orientations within the Nynorsk community at large are reflect-

ed, as far as is practically possible, in the deliberations of the committee itself. The 

extent to which such representation is achieved – both with regard to the fineness of 

grain and the width of the spectra of differences of views – is unavoidably con-

strained by other aims and needs. Ensuring a workable size of the group, a reasona-

bly timely process, and, not least, the prospect of a conclusive outcome, may curtail 

the demand for discursive representation along both these lines. On this score, then, 

a working committee of this sort will always be open to challenge, as indeed hap-

pened (e.g. Faarlund 2010; Lunden 2010; Norsk Måldyringslag and Ivar Aasen sam-

bandet 2011). However, it will not be my concern here to assess the validity of these 

particular objections against the composition of the committee or its mandate. That 

is, of course a valid, but still a different discussion than the one I want to pursue 
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here. Rather, my question is to what extent the deliberative process as it unfolded 

satisfies the demands of democratic deliberation.  

To bring this issue clearly into view it will be helpful to consider the actual re-

sponses to the proposal. In some cases these responses are critical of the mandate as 

well as of the composition of the group, but for our purposes it will be important to 

distinguish those points that pertain specifically to the process and its ability to 

confer legitimacy on the result. Although some stakeholders were critical of the 

mandate and the language policy objectives behind it, most stakeholders seemed to 

agree that a Nynorsk language reform was necessary and a reduction of forms desir-

able (only not which forms). 

4.2  Democratic process and result? 

In the final consultative round, all major institutions and interest organisations 

supported the 2012-proposal and acknowledged the process and its result as legiti-

mate, even if they did not agree on every point, as stated here by the chair of the 

board of the Language Council: 

Amongst the members of the board and the advisory board for norm revision at the Language 

Council, within the revision committee itself, as well as amongst the users of Nynorsk in gen-

eral, opinions vary on individual measures. Still Nynorsk users are closer to a certain consen-

sus in the question of orthography than ever before. The central Nynorsk institutions that have 

stated their opinion, support the main features of the proposal, none of them has objected on 

the basis of principle. (Grepstad 2011a, my translation) 

Similar assessments were offered by a number of public stakeholders, for instance 

the board of the biggest Nynorsk interest organisation (Noregs Mållag), and the 

University of Bergen (for details see Røyneland 2013: 69–70). However, critics from 

both the traditionalist camp and the convergence (towards Eastern Norwe-

gian/Bokmål) camp diverge from this assessment. From opposite ends of the ideo-

logical spectrum, these have seriously questioned the allegedly democratic process. 

In a detailed and massively critical response to the 2012 reform two relatively small, 

traditionalist organisations argued that the proposal was undemocratic and the 

process behind it opaque. These organisations claimed that the principles underly-

ing the committee’s work were not made clear nor open to discussion, and that their 

voices, in particular, were dismissed and not taken into account. Hence they criti-

cised the reform process and question its democratic status in light of the final re-

sult: 

It is the marginal status that the traditional forms were forced into in 1938, which the reform 

committee now uses as an argument to tear down the foundation for the Nynorsk language sys-

tem. There has not been even a trace of a discussion about this, and consequently there is no 

democratic nor procedural foundation of the new reform proposal. […] The work on the new or-
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thographic reform has been one-sided all the way. Traditionalist voices have consciously been 

kept out, and have no part in the present proposal. The committee has only opened for discus-

sion about cosmetic insignificancies. […] The process has been one-sided, but without the real 

presuppositions of the work having been made visible to the general public. The opposition 

from traditionalists has been put aside and ridiculed in spite of the extreme rhetorical focus on 

an ‘open process’. (Norskt Måldyrkingslag and Ivar Aasen-sambandet 2011: 37–38, my transla-

tion). 

The charge made by the traditionalists is that the actual process of deliberation 

through which the proposal was developed precluded the result’s legitimacy be-

cause it systematically excluded voices with a legitimate claim. Thus, on this view, 

there is a discrepancy between the presupposition of inclusivity, essential to the 

legitimacy of the eventual outcome, and the perceived content and dynamics of the 

process. One of their main complaints was that linguistic forms that were “forced” 

into a marginal position in 1938 are not given due consideration. On their diagnosis, 

the committee has systematically excluded from discussion a valid and relevant 

perspective on the nature of Nynorsk and the history of its standardisation – thus 

the process was compromised, as it was not discursively representative.  

Attacks on the process by those who disagreed with the outcome is not an un-

expected move, given the emphasis placed on democratic deliberation, openness 

and inclusiveness. Since it was known from the outset that no stakeholder was like-

ly to be happy with all aspects of the reform package, damaging criticism must do 

more than register dissent on specific aspects or decisions. A serious attempt to 

undermine the reform process would require evidence that the process was so 

flawed that the outcome cannot stand as a legitimate deliberative mediation of 

competing perspectives and interests. In the present case, the traditionalist critics 

are right in their claim that the conception of Nynorsk that they promote was not 

treated as a serious option. However, can this point fairly be taken as a criticism of 

the process of deliberation itself? We should keep in mind here that the committee 

was instructed by the mandate to take the 2003-proposal as the founding document 

for its work and to place particular emphasis on contemporary language use (written 

and oral) (Språkrådet 2011a: 27; see discussion in section 3.3). In this light, the tradi-

tionalist criticism appears to be a criticism of the political mandate, rather than of 

the legitimacy of the procedural deliberations carried out by the committee within 

the mandated terms. This is not to say that critique of the mandate itself is not legit-

imate per se, only that it must be kept distinct from the assessment of the legitimacy 

of the process in so far as it is based on the mandated premises. 

At the other end of the ideological spectrum, Fosse (2011), a supporter of the in-

clusion of Eastern Norwegian forms in Nynorsk, also criticises the reform process 

and questions its democratic status in light of the final result:  

The democratic process of the language reform proposal is highlighted, not least by the chair-

man of the Language Council. But is it enough to be allowed to present your opinions, if these 

opinions are not taken into account? Many of the consultative submissions were negative to-
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wards the removal of eastern Norwegian forms […]. The reform committee has only to a very 

small extent made adjustments in its final proposal. (Fosse 2011, my translation).  

A pressing question here is what “taken into account” actually means, and how it 

might be demonstrated through procedural fairness. Discursive representation re-

quires, of course, not only that all pertinent views are presented, but, crucially, that 

they are heard – that they have the opportunity to rationally affect the outcome. It 

could not, however, require that all views prevail since the very point is to decide 

between views in conflict. Fosse, however, appears to argue that unless the re-

sponses and suggestions put forward have direct and verifiable impact on the final 

result, there is no evidence that they have indeed been taken into account. If we 

follow this argument, it would seem that a great many of the different opinions pre-

sented at the consultations were not accepted as significant, and that the process, 

accordingly, was democratic only in appearance. In cases where several stakehold-

ers’ views converge it is easier to show how input to the committee changed the 

reform proposal.  

One specific example of this is the committee’s suggestion to remove the so-

called split infinitive from the norm. The two-level Nynorsk standard allowed three 

different infinitival endings: two parallel main forms -a or -e (kasta, vera or kaste, 

vere ‘throw’, ‘be’) and a subsidiary system where the infinitival ending would shift 

between [-a] and [-e] in accordance with the principle of the so-called syllable bal-

ance rule (kaste vs. vera). This subsidiary system has, however, almost fallen out of 

use in contemporary written Nynorsk and is currently in decline in many of the 

dialects that used to have it (for a more detailed discussion see Røyneland 2013: 66–

67). Still, the committee’s suggestion to remove the split infinitive and only allow 

the two parallel main forms was met with resistance from many different stakehold-

ers both during consultations and previously, and as a consequence the committee 

decided to keep all three variants in the final proposal. However, in situations where 

there are many different and often opposing views it may be hard to demonstrate 

convincingly that true deliberation has taken place. Thus, the result of a deliberative 

balancing process will typically be that some stakeholders – particularly those on 

the opposite poles of the ideological spectrum – experience that their voice was not 

heard, that their particular views were not given due consideration, and thus did 

not have the intended impact on the final outcome. This perception will often, and 

quite understandably, lead stakeholders to view the process as illegitimate. The 

question is, however, how are we to interpret and evaluate such assertions.  

What makes the criticism put forth by Fosse pertinent is not so much her disa-

greement with the content of proposal. The point of her criticism – as with that of 

the traditionalists – aims to undermine the legitimacy of the proposal, claiming that 

relevant views were not afforded fair hearing in the process. On the face of it, then, 

these kinds of objections are worrying. At the same time, however, transparent poli-

cy-making procedures cannot disallow negative reactions. Their merit and their 
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significance, it seems to me, will depend on how widespread they are, and, in par-

ticular, on whether or not such challenges are made from a variety of incompatible 

positions on the matter to be resolved. How might we go about deciding whether 

such criticism itself has a legitimate claim to be heeded? A definitive answer is 

probably not possible, but perhaps some light may be shed on the question by the 

concept of meta-consensus, introduced and discussed at length by Dryzek (2010).  

A meta-consensus, in brief, reflects the willingness of parties to put aside disa-

greement on specifics – to sacrifice some of their own concrete preferences – in 

order to realise an overarching agreement, on a set of general terms to which all 

parties are committed. The strength of this idea is that it allows us to maintain the 

genuine commitment to pluralism of values and differences of views while provid-

ing us with a means of reaching operative agreement. The question to ask, then of 

the criticisms we have just broached, is how they stand with respect to the meta-

consensus – most succinctly stated in the mandate – that govern the deliberations 

leading to the new proposal. Are they a part of that common understanding of the 

decision task that was to be undertaken? If they are not, do they show that the oper-

ative meta-consensus itself is flawed – perhaps too narrow, or excluding, or ideolog-

ically biased? Neither of these questions may be easy to decide, but they indicate a 

direction for assessing the force of criticisms that challenge the basic legitimacy of 

the proposal. Here the standard of assessment must be pragmatic – if the meta-

consensus expressed by the mandate is clear enough, strong enough, and inclusive 

enough to support a sufficiently inclusive and open deliberative process, then this is 

all we can reasonably ask. If the evidence on balance suggests that this is so, then 

the claim to genuine openness and to democratic authority may still be sustained 

(cf. Estlund 2008), even in the face of disagreement and challenge.  

5  Concluding remarks 

The essence of deliberation is that there is a fundamental difference between de-

mocracy by counting and democracy by consideration of arguments. First different 

arguments and viewpoints must come forward, and next there must be a competent 

and legitimate body that can deliberate. In a democratic process, a crucial task is 

precisely to try to balance different opinions, not by sheer quantitative weighing of 

responses, but by considering and comparing the merits of competing views. Or as 

John Stuart Mill aptly frames the challenge in his Considerations of Representative 

Government (1861), “One of the two, as the wiser or better man, has a claim to supe-

rior weight: the difficulty is in ascertaining which of the two it is” (here after Estlund 

2008: 1). The result of this balancing will typically be that some stakeholders expe-

rience that their voice was not heard, that their particular views were not given due 

consideration. I have suggested that to be able to move toward substantive deci-
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sions on contested issues, deliberation must be informed by a meta-consensus, 

representing terms of procedure and a framework of compromise to which all are 

committed. In reality, though, such consensus will neither be completely clear nor 

universal. As we have seen, this is certainly true of the mandate for work of the re-

form committee. Thus, it is to be expected that such processes will be challenged, 

and their legitimacy placed in question.  

 Eventually, the success of a language standard rests upon the extent to which it 

is used. Hence, the evaluation of the most recent Nynorsk revision is contingent on 

its application by the Nynorsk community. The fact that most public stakeholders 

were in support of the new norm, vouches for its use by large groups of Nynorsk 

users. However, the critical reactions that we have just considered suggest that 

some user groups find that their “language” is not reflected in the new norm. Con-

sequently they do not regard it as a legitimate representation of Nynorsk, and are 

likely to refrain from using it. Since Nynorsk is a minority language, and the number 

of users is decreasing, this would of course not reflect the intention of the norm 

revision. An important goal of the revision was precisely to come up with a standard 

that would accommodate as many users as possible. My view is that this is a strong 

consideration in favour of a usage-based, centre-line-oriented norm for Nynorsk. On 

this point, however, the future is the only judge. 
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